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Contest seeks to dig-up name for fossil park

This is your chance to put a name on the map that is more creative than "Iowa" or "Corallinae." As part of the Coralline 50th Celebration, a contest is being held to name the fossil park that will be built as part of the Day in Area 1. To enter the contest, you must submit a written entry to the Communications Department of the University of Iowa by 12 noon on April 22.

Rules:
1. Entries must be submitted in writing to the Communications Department of the University of Iowa by 12 noon on April 22.
2. Entries must be original and not previously published.
3. Entries must be no more than 100 words and must include a brief statement explaining why the entry is appropriate for the fossil park.
4. Entries will be judged by a panel of judges who will be looking for creativity, originality, and appropriateness to the fossil park.
5. The winner will be announced on the Day in Area 1 website.

The contest is open to all University of Iowa students, faculty, and staff.

For more information, please contact the Communications Department at (319) 335-0126 or email communications@uiowa.edu.
Metro & Iowa

In case you haven't heard...

Chris Petersen

Even though thousands of students leave the Iowa City area for summer vacation, the city doesn't stop growing. Here's a rundown of some of the week's major news events that occurred in Iowa City and at the UI.

**Promoted by public senators, university officials in Iowa City are mapping out a system of radiation tests conducted on three U.S. citizens over the past 20 years. The tests were conducted at the UI in the 1960s.**

James Fritz, director of university relations, said the UI was able to contact Dr. Robert Morrison, a radiology professor at the University of British Columbia, and Dr. John Thackman, a professor at the University of California at San Diego. Both men were part of the research team involved in the tests.

Based on information from the two men, UI officials were able to determine the time of the exposure and the amount of radioactive material to which the men were exposed. The UI also wanted to determine how actively the thyroid glands absorbed radioactive iodine in a 35-year span.

"We're interested in that because the doses seem so tiny as to not be likely to harm the patient," Fritz said. "But there were other reasons that we wanted to determine that it was safe to perform this test again."

The UI last summer was offered the opportunity to perform this test again. Results of the study were published in a 1995 issue of Nuclear Medicine. The study looked at a group of patients who had been exposed to radiation from medical procedures in the 1960s.

**UI Male librarian Kamba Stab estimated the new bar check-out system at the south check-out desk of the library. Although the new system should speed up check-out procedures, staff officials getting acquainted to the new system has been a slow process.**

UI staff and volunteers attached nearly 700,000 bar codes to books and other materials prepared at the Main Library for it.

"The new check-out system is much better than the old one. When you check out or return seven or eight books a day, it is really time consuming and time consuming to bring the books and check out and return little cards," said Ira Miller, UI librarian.

"With OASIS circulation, people can just present their student or staff I.D. with the bar code on it and they can go straight to the shelf where the book is kept and check it out and return it," Miller said.

Kamba Stab demonstrated the new bar check-out system at the south check-out desk of the library. Although the new system should speed up check-out procedures, staff officials getting acquainted to the new system has been a slow process. The new system was tested with radioisotope tests to help determine the radiation levels in the area when the new bars are attached to the books.

The new check-out system is considered much better than the old one. UI freshmen John Kammkeller said.

"When you check out or return seven or eight books a day, you don't want to spend time there for half an hour filling out those little cards."

**The Iowa City City Council's plans to find another source of funding for the UI will no longer be eliminated by the 1994-1995 school year, Mark and bills said.**

The former Council rejected the possibility of eliminating the category of grants by a 5-2 vote an ordinance by a 5-2 vote by the end of the week.

Based on information from the former Council and the former President, the UI was able to contact Dr. Robert Morrison, a radiology professor at the University of British Columbia, and Dr. John Thackman, a professor at the University of California at San Diego. Both men were part of the research team involved in the tests.

**The UI received a number of requests for additional time will probably be needed for public input on a second reading of the ordinance.**

"A program which brings in well-known, professional speakers to the UI will no longer be needed," UI spokesman Jim Horowitz said.

"We're committed to continuing the program," he said. "But it's crucial to the entire department."

**The Coralville City Council will hold a special meeting on March 15 to fill a vacant council seat.**

The city has three city council members who resigned before the special election.
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The city has three city council members who resigned before the special election. The special election will be held on April 2, 1999.

"The lawyer of Iowa City resident Lawrence Herring is asking for a new trial for his client, who was convicted in December in a 1994 homicide.
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**Varn to leave Iowa Senate for UNI position**

Kristin Berg

The Daily Iowan

His time for musical chairs in the state legislature has ended for Richard Varn, D-Solon, and he will resign within 30 days to become the director of telecommunications at the University of Northern Iowa on March 1.

State Rep. Robert Dvorsky, D-Cedar Rapids, said he will announce his candidacy for Varn’s seat at the next morning session at the University of Northern Iowa’s Administration Center.

Dvorsky will be an excellent choice for the Iowa Senate at this time. He has enough experience to move into the Senate with a minimum of learning curve.

Dvorsky enjoys the opportunity to teach about the importance of telecommunications expertise and information technology and how the legislature continues to demonstrate the future because of its impact on Iowa’s economic and governmental

The Iowa Senate has been growing in importance over the past years. It has the power to make wide use of the state fiber optic network and information technology. It has both systems to be improved in enhancing educational programs, museums and loan guarantees.

Varn said he endorses Dvorsky and Meyers and knows that Dvorsky’s commitment to telecommunications expertise and information technology can improve the quality of life for all Iowans.

Varn has been the director of telecommunications at UNI for the last three years and has served more than six months with his wife and three children.

I have a great love for the Iowa legislature and the people who make them work. I have to leave the Senate on March 1 because it’s cold weather but now we have no place to plug an engine-block heater, an item my car isn’t equipped with. It frustrates me when I have to burn off electricity.

On the other hand, the next time it dropped below zero it died again.

Nichols is planning to buy an engine-block heater. He says he’s buying a new car.

Varn: more time for state, family research commitment.

He said the environment, economic issues, new jobs and health care reform are all at the top of his agenda.

**Winter Clearance**

Save up to 60%

Suits • Sport Coats • Blazers • Ties • Sweaters
Braces • Dress Shirts • Overcoats • Down Jackets • Gloves

116 E. College
Downtown Plaza
337-4971
DOWNS TOLD SIDEKID

GREG SMITH

CEDAR RAPIDS - Donald Downs, a 21-year-old
Iowa man who was shot to death during a failed ambush,
was a "good person," his family said.

"He's very, very sorry. He
cried and cried," Margaret Boulger,
Downs' mother, said.

Downs' father, Donald, Brinnen and daughter,
aluminum, in his left
arm.

Margaret Boulger, who
dad was shot to death
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SCHOOL FUNDING TO BE DEBATED

Legislature bracing for budget battles

Jim Levy

Associated Press

IOWA CITY - The Iowa Legisla
ture starts the second week of its
1994 session intertwined in a debate
dhroughout the state over public
school funding, with both sides
chalking up the need for more
money to raise state aid to
school districts.

"We need to set a tone on a for-
moving foundation to
school funding," said Sen.
John Torrey, D-Montana
County.

The legislature must approve
a budget during the first
months of the legislative session.

Years ago, both major parties
would be in agreement on the
minimum acceptable level of
money for school districts.

But now, both major parties
are in disagreement over the
minimum acceptable level of
money for school districts.

The Democratic majority
would like to see an increase
in school funding of $310
million, while the Republican
minority would like to see an
increase in school funding of
$250 million.

The deadline for the
legislature to pass a budget
is the end of March.
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legislature must approve a
budget for the fiscal year
that begins July 1.
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Peace in the Middle East a step closer to reality

Barry Schmid
Associated Press

After marathon talks with President Clinton, Syrian
President Hafez Assad said Sunday that his
country would be willing to resume peace talks with
Israel, provided Jerusalem cedes the Golan Heights.

"The Syrian government remains in a position of
relating withdrawing to peace and security," Chirac
continued.

"We have to talk to the people," Clinton said.

"I think we have to build trust..." Clinton
confirmed. "And I think that's the moment in history
when you can talk to the Congress about..."
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DENTON, the director, gives us a momentary reprieve from the bombardment of audioleading into the backdrop. His sermon, "And Andy, his home, the polyA and the language of the world. He was so hidden that some moviegoers didn't realize it, but The Tennol presided. It's the sorriest fact that Andy's body was a tosser, and a chow, if sometimes blind, optimism has departed with him. Perhaps it is as a backlash against the two that the media so often present so often with gruesome "reality." Tell them how the Uf's of any school is ample have to be. They know what we spend so much money trying to keep around to keep viewers, because it does not stoop to heavy-
Mexican President Salinas offers amnesty to rebels

Adria Dean
Associated Press

GUATEMALA CITY (AP) - Mexican President Carlos Salinas offered amnesty to rebels in southern Mexico on Sunday, and the government said it would withdraw peace talks with the Zapatista rebels in response.

"We have begun real negotiations through mass meetings being held in all the territory, and we are declaring to everyone, "We hope to have a solution,"" Salinas said.

He said the president's announcement Sunday followed set talks, but that the military and "overseen" by the United States.

After maintaining a public stance of peace until Saturday, the government said it would withdraw peace talks with the Zapatista rebels in response.

This isn't the largest issue. It's something that has been going on for some time now, he said.

For several weeks, he said, "I am not saying that he has agreed to send troops, but that the military is 
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Harmon women remain undefeated

Joel Donohue

The Iowa women's basketball team was an academic dream with a national reputation.
Iowa returns to action; falls to Gophers

Doug Alden  
The Daily Iowan
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The conflict between the coaches

Bullen, Texas. The defending Super Bowl champions Dallas Cow

lege are back in the NFC champi-

ship game against the San Fran-

34-14 in the NFC title game.

The Cowboys earned the NFC West crown with a hard-fought victory over the wild-card winner San Francisco.

Dallas was down two touchdowns at one point in the game. But the Cowboys rallied late to win.

The Cowboys will play the 49ers at 5 p.m. Sunday in Dallas. The winner will advance to the NFC championship game against the Super Bowl champions Atlanta Falcons.

Iowa could not have asked for a better preparation for the NFC title game than they did when they took on the San Francisco 49ers in the NFC championship game.

Iowa is looking to make its first Super Bowl appearance in its fifth year in the NFL.

The game will be played at the Los Angeles Memorial Coliseum.

Tickets for the game are available at the box office or online at the official website of the Los Angeles Rams or the NFL website.

The game will be televised on NBC in the United States and on the NFL Network worldwide.

The Cowboys and the 49ers will be playing for the first time since the 1996 NFC championship game, when the Cowboys won 20-14.

The Cowboys are looking to make their first Super Bowl appearance since winning the NFC championship game in 2007.

The 49ers are looking to make their first Super Bowl appearance since winning the NFC championship game in 2012.

Tickets for the game are available at the box office or online at the official website of the Los Angeles Rams or the NFL website.

The game will be televised on NBC in the United States and on the NFL Network worldwide.
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Fresenius sparks Hawks

Iowa freshman Jeff McGinness put the icing on the cake Thursday night in Iowa City.

The Hawkeyes defeated No. 9 USC, 79-76, in a title game.

But Iowa's rally to come back from 17 points down in the second half was not enough.

The Hawkeyes are now 20-6 overall and 12-0 in the Big Ten, while USC is 19-7 and 9-3 in the conference.

Iowa's win over USC was its 11th straight victory and 12th in its past 13 games.

The Hawkeyes, who are currently ranked No. 1 in the AP Poll and No. 2 in the Coaches' Poll, are now 12-0 in conference play for the first time since 1982.

Iowa's win also gives it a share of the Big Ten title with Michigan State.

The Hawkeyes are now 8-0 against ranked opponents and 12-0 in conference play for the first time since 1982.
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For details contact: 319-353-1379

For your future

The University of Iowa is an equal opportunity/affirmative action institution. Several NCS employees work in various organizations. Propositions will be considered in good faith. NCS may use a mechanism of two per week for all nominations. NCS employees are encouraged to apply.

PROFESSIONAL SCORERS ATTENTION: COLLEGE GRADUATES

NCS provides a competitive working environment. Submit an application by September 1, 1994. Please send a cover letter and resume or apply in person at

NCS PROFESSIONAL SCORERS
HUMAN RESOURCES
Iowa City, Iowa 52244

EEO/AA Employer
is now hiring!
Apply at
118 S. Dubuque St.
351-4556

Now accepting applications for full-or part-time day and evening servers. Experience preferred. EOE. Apply between 8 - 4 pm. Mon. - Thurs. 501 1st Ave. Coralville.
Rivetech, riveting 'True Romance' proves to be worth the wait

Lee Cowie and Ted Tash

The Daily Levittown

Writer-director Quentin Tarantino exploded onto the contemporary cinema scene with the head-on collision of 'Reservoir Dogs,' a Sensormatic frame, brilliantly violent tale of a bashed Jew heel, the film was a clarion call for independent filmmakers and the best sign of the apocalypse for anti-violence activists who had been trying to get the word out about their cause for the better part of a decade. In turn, the sensational success of 'Reservoir Dogs' was a prerequisite for the extraordinary collaborative teamwork that would result in a series of darkly majestic masterpieces that would take the audience on a wildly surreal odyssey. The result was a defining moment in the history of film that helped turn this young generation of filmmakers into filmgoers themselves. The result was a defining moment in the history of film that would forever change the American cinematic landscape.

Tarantino's resounding success was no accident. The film was the culmination of a lifetime of obsession with Hollywood cinema, a life spent watching and re-watching the films of the 1970s and 1980s, learning from their masters, and developing his own unique vision of what a film could be. The result was a film that was both a loving tribute to the films of the past and a bold new vision for the future of cinema. The result was a film that would change the course of cinema forever. And the result was a film that would introduce the world to a new generation of filmmakers who would go on to redefine the possibilities of cinema.
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